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Bumble Power 

SoftBack Book £3.99  

(+P&P 99p) 

from The World To See, Philomena Phlea Series 

A beautiful rhyming story featuring 

the loveable Philomena Phlea, 

her adorable friend Barney Bee 

and the delectable Mama Phlea. 

Follow their colourful adventures as 

Philomena & Barney embrace their 

uniqueness while exploring their new 

world and new friendship. 
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Inspirational Books to Share 

 for the child within...fo
r the child without 

www.gillcarrie.com/stopbullying

School Ghoul Book 

SoftBack / WiroBound  £5.99
  

(+P&P 99p) 

from The World To See, Philomena Phlea Series 

Following on from Bumble Power, an essential book 

exploring the issue of bullying from three different 

perspectives... 

the bully, the victim and the victim’s friend. 

These three perspectives are vital for us to understand 

the full spectrum of the ‘bully-victim’ interaction. 

Featuring “Viola Ant” and her “Smarty Pants 

Gang” along with Philomena and Barney we 

met in Bumble Power. 
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Inspirational Books to Share 

 for the child within...for the child without 

www.gillcarrie.com/stopbullying

Hi! I’m Gill Carrie

…creator, author, publisher & workshop facilitator…

running workshops nationally, internationally, over many years 

on bullying and creative expression for children to 

'have a voice, be confident and be heard.’

Children are natural communicators

…be it using eyes, hands, voice or tools - supporting & promoting Emergent Writing develops 

that communication 

Enjoying and sharing books

…becomes a source of pleasure & interest and children enjoy listening to rhymes and inventing their own.

For children learning English

…as an additional language (EAL), songs and rhymes help them to tune into the rhythm and sound of English.

The Rhythm & Rhyme in Rhyming books

…through regularly sharing rhyming books and encouraging children to join in - with plenty of intonation and 

expression and listening to the beat - children tune into the rhythm of language and rhyming words.

Environmental print

…is the print of everyday life. It's the name given to the print that appears in signs, labels, and logos, etc. For 

many emergent readers, environmental print helps bridge the connection between letters and first efforts to 

read. Adults can take advantage of all this print by using it in ways to talk about letters, words, and print.  

Experiential learning

…children learning through exploring, experiencing, creating, discovering, relating to and 

interacting with the world around them.

Windows of Learning 

… Connecting Vision, Feelings, Language, Movement.

'Children, from birth, are witnesses to both the existence of print 

and the relationship between print and people' 

(Hall, 1987)
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What’s Behind The Books? 

Extract from the original research for 

Bumble Power & School Ghoul Rhyming Books 

(from the Philomena Phlea Book Series)

‘The importance of early oral experiences, especially relating to Nursery Rhymes, 

has long been identified in the acquisitions of reading skills. 

Peter Bryant and Lynette Bradley (1985) demonstrated the links between rhyme, alliteration 

and constructing word strings. Further work on analogy - where children create groups of 

rhyming words that share spelling patterns by Usha Goswarni (1994) has endorsed the link between 

early experience of rhyme and literacy. 

In order to keep the attention of the reader any book needs to have taken cognizance of the potential 

readers age and the presentation of the content. 

Philomena Phlea uses the universal perspective of the Insect Kingdom where her worldly adventures are 

beautifully illustrated with minute detail given to the environmental accuracy. 

The text is varied in size, setting and font - using both upper and lower case as would be found in 

Environmental Print - giving an opportunity for “joining in”, pointing out and discussion of the written 

word.  Many opportunities are provided for creating word strings, identifying rhymes throughout the story 

and predicting or creating rhymes of your own. 

Also, there are many obvious contexts prompted through Philomena Phlea and School Ghoul for Emergent 

Writing.’  (Presented by Linda Stuart, 2000)

Further Words...

Children with Dyslexia and Scotopic Photosensitivity can and do de-code (i.e. read more easily, 

comfortably and quickly) when print is overlaid on coloured background. 

National rules for the size of print cannot legislate for the earliest form of written 

communication that children experience (i.e. Environmental Print). 

Typeface is not changed with age - presentation and content are considered 

within the context of a child’s ability, interest needs and study.

Developed From International Workshops 

www.gillcarrie.com/stopbullying
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THE BOOKS 
Friendship & Bullying 

Bumble Power 
Understanding friendship and our uniqueness is the start of understanding bullying. 

Bumble Power Book available in: Hard Back (Limited Edition) £9.99  I  Soft Back £5.99 
Purchase @ www.gillcarrie.com/stopbullying 

School Ghoul 
Exploring the topical issue of bullying from three different perspectives … the bully, the victim and the victim’s friend. 

School Ghoul Book available in: Hard Back (Limited Edition) £9.99  I  Soft Back £5.99  I  Wiro Bound  £5.99 
Purchase @ www.gillcarrie.com/stopbullying

THE WORKSHOPS 
A Powerful Experience 

  
Friendship starts with the Bumble Power book and the fun & 
adventure of meeting a new friend who's different from us too. 

  
Then through the book School Ghoul we explore what it’s like 

to be the bully, the victim and the friends.   

The workshop builds friendship and deconstructs “bullying”, 
aligning children’s integrity with themselves, peers, siblings, 
adults and building confidence to speak up and be heard. 

The worksheets are fantastic to do as a 
 parent 
teacher 

group leader 
with our family 

… the possibilities are endless … 

Download @ www.gillcarrie.com/stopbullying 
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Gill Carrie     The ‘Bullying’ Breakdown

                         “Inspire the child within...Inspire the child without”

Inspirational Books & Workshops for Children

Bullying - School Ghoul

The Book...

The topical issue of bullying written from three different perspectives...the bully, the victim and the victim’s friend.

Featuring “Viola Ant” and her “Smarty Pants Gang” along with Philomena and Barney we met in Bumble Power.

School Ghoul Book available in: Hard Back  £9.99 Soft Back  £5.99  Wiro Bound  £5.99

Purchase @  philomena-phlea.com

The Workshop...
For 7-12 years, a very powerful experience.  
Through the book “School Ghoul” the children explore what it’s like to be the bully, the victim and the friends.  
This workshop deconstructs “bullying”  encouraging childrens integrity with themselves, peers, siblings and adults.

All Books & Workshops are Internationally available via gillcarrie.com

                                                                         

This following exercise is an excerpt from the above workshop by Gill Carrie

 It is also fantastic to do as an individual...as a parent...with our family...as a head teacher...with other teachers...

as a group leader...as an employer...with our employees...the possibilities are endless...

The ‘Bullying’ Breakdown
PART 1

The Obvious

The definition of a bully...

...a person who uses strength, power or influence to harm or intimidate those who are weaker

The definition of a victim...

...a person harmed, injured, or killed as a result of a crime, accident, or other event or action

The definition of a friend...

...a person whom one knows and with whom one has a bond of mutual affection

The definition of a breakdown...

... a failure of a relationship or of communication

This is a very simplistic but obvious definition of many interactions in todays society worldwide

PART 2

Looking Differently
In order to do this we will deconstruct ‘The Obvious’ to expose our own hidden internal assumptions and contradictions

so, let’s start with us....

My Integrity

...the definition of me as a person...

...is_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

this now defines our own part with how we are BEING

My Commitment
...my commitment to myself...

...is_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

...and to others...

...is_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

this now defines our interaction with others with what we are DOING

My Responsibility

...my responsibility in the event of a breakdown... 

...is_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__

this now defines our strength of unity with the experiences we are HAVING

Therefore, how we are BEING...with what we are DOING...is the experience we are HAVING

We all have our part, whoever or wherever we are, that we are responsible for and committed to

This is now a very simplistic but different definition for new interactions in todays society worldwide 

Therefore, let us seek not to change the world but choose to change our minds about the world 

“Inspire the child within...Inspire the child without”

For further information:

t:  00 44 7870 144 976        email:  gillcarrie@mac.com         www. gillcarrie.com
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Gill Carrie     The ‘Bullying’ Breakdown WorkSheet Guide

                         “Inspire the child within...Inspire the child without”

Inspirational Books & Workshops for Children

Bullying - School Ghoul Book & WorkSheet Guide

The Book...

The Book is an essential tool to explore the topical issue of bullying from three different perspectives...the bully, the victim and the victim’s friend.

The three perspectives are vital for us to understand the full spectrum of the ‘bully-victim’ interaction.  

The WorkSheet...
This WorkSheet deconstructs “bullying”  encouraging our integrity with ourselves, peers, siblings, adults, etc.  In doing so it takes us out of ‘blaming’ so 
we can be more purposeful in all our relationships. 

This following exercise is an excerpt from the ‘Bullying’ workshop by Gill Carrie      

 It is also a fantastic exercise to do as an individual...as a parent...with our family...as a head teacher...with other teachers...

as a group leader...as a carer...as an employer...with our employees...the possibilities are endless...

The ‘Bullying’ Breakdown
PART 1

The Obvious

This is the part that we are already aware of that is very simplistic but obvious definition of words that ‘tag’ a person or situation but 

don’t really help us understand further and therefore they remain part of many interactions in todays society worldwide

PART 2

Looking Differently 

This is possibly the harder part for us to do as we now look differently from ‘The Obvious’ and deconstruct our ‘tags’ and our 

‘blaming’ to expose our own hidden internal assumptions and contradictions so we can break any cycles within us first and therefore 

not project them onto others. 

so,in starting with ourselves....

My Integrity

this part is ‘about me’
...the definition of me as a person is...who you are as a person and this requires being 100% honest with yourself and now 

defines your part in any situation with how you are BEING.  Write down all aspects of who you are, irrespective if you see them as 

positive or negative traits.  This gives us a true foundation to move forward to the next part.

My Commitment

this part is ‘about me’ and ‘me with others’
...to myself...is the definition of what you are to and with yourself and shows your loyalty to yourself and defines what you are 

DOING to yourself.  Again, write down all aspects of who you are, irrespective if you see them as positive or negative traits.  This 

gives you half of the understanding with the other part being your commitment...  

...to others......which defines what you are to and with others and shows your loyalty to others and defines what you are DOING 

to others.  This completes your understanding of yourself and your interaction with others.

My Responsibility

this part is ‘my responsibility when it goes wrong’
...OK...now my responsibility in the event of a breakdown...so, when things go wrong what do you do?  This shows your 

strength of purpose when things go wrong for you.  Again, write down all aspects of who you are, irrespective if you see them as 

positive or negative traits.  This now defines your unity with the experiences you are HAVING. 

Therefore, how we are BEING...with what we are DOING...is the experience we are HAVING

We all have our part, whoever or wherever we are, that we are responsible for and committed to and we can shift this by...

BEING the person we wish to BE, by DOING the work we need to DO and HAVING the experiences we wish to HAVE

 
This exercise may seem complex at first but only because it is different in making us look and be responsible for our part 

within any situation.

It is a very simplistic but different definition for new interactions in todays society worldwide

Therefore, let us seek not to change the world but choose to change our minds about the world 

“Inspire the child within...Inspire the child without”

For further information:

t:  00 44 7870 144 976        email:  gillcarrie@mac.com         www. gillcarrie.com


